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Confronting the Work: Radical Youth Amateurism as Contemporary Political Resistance

In response to the ITYARN event’s call and in an extension of ongoing research about
theatre for youth (TFY) and drama as mode of labor activism, this essay considers theoretical
relationships between performance practices by young people and amateurism. I draw on Michel
de Certeau and Chantal Mouffe’s theories of everyday life, political resistance, and the political
implications of art to suggest the contemporary turns toward economic injustice, neoliberalism,
and the devaluation of work under the conditions of austerity and precarity necessitate taking
seriously the role of passionate amateurism, like that found in youth theatre production, in order
to conceptualize the political possibilities for creative labor as a resistant strategy.

In scholarly discussions of TFY, much has been made of the importance of youth as
agents in aesthetic and ideological decision-making as part of the creation of youth-centered
performance. However, scholarship that examines youth as economic agents in TFY is less
common, perhaps because many TFY artists, educators, and scholars rightly hold ambivalent or
deeply critical views on capitalism and its influence on artmaking practices and funding models.
Nonetheless, young people are immersed in economic systems, and they define themselves in
response to the neoliberal conditions that shape an ever-evolving and increasingly global flow of
both goods and ideas. Moreover, capitalist frameworks directly shape constructions of both
childhood and adolescence as increasingly sophisticated marketing strategies target children as
consumers first and foremost. Even as young people navigate this sticky web of capitalism, they
are simultaneously disempowered from full participation in these systems, for good and ill. For
sound reasons related to the histories of exploitative child labor practices that continue into the
present, many countries prevent young people from pursuing compensated labor despite them
being explicitly targeted through these complex and sophisticated marketing techniques.
Furthermore, even though young people are protected from exploitative compensated work in
many countries, many children and adolescents are still expected to perform various kinds of
uncompensated labor via schooling practices, sport policies, and cultural/religious endeavors.
These efforts are significant and worthy of consideration by those artists, educators, and scholars
interested in young people’s lived experiences and how we might truthfully reflect them in our
writings and art.

Accordingly, I extend this ongoing scholarly conversation about youth as agents to
suggest that notions of youth agency, broadly defined as young people having an active role in
self-determination, decision-making, and a direct influence on social, cultural, or societal change,
require a discussion of economics and labor. Therefore, I consider the artistic labor of child and
youth theatremakers as potentially radical acts that destabilize connections between work and
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capitalism and point to possible futures in which artistic labor might be understood more
completely as a pursuit with value beyond economic domination. However, as I develop this
project, I recognize the fraught territories of childhood and labor both in the political and
ideological contexts of performance disciplines and in the contemporary late-capitalist economic
moment. Thus, this close theoretical reading of youth amateurism in theatrical spaces makes
room for thinking through how passionate engagement without compensation or advanced
training operates in coalition with others engaged in resistant uncompensated labor like protests.
Moreover, this analysis imagines new ways of justly engaging with young people in performance
creation that avoid exploitation and makes room for thinking through how passionate
engagement without compensation or advanced training, common in after-school drama
programs and summer break workshops, might provide one antidote to the economic anxiety that
plagues contemporary discourse, both in TFY and beyond.
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